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REPORTS AND ECONOMIC EVENTS

Parliaments have a fundamental role to
play in the implementation, monitoring
and review of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, Alicia Bárcena,
Executive Secretary of the Economic
Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean (ECLAC), underlined today
during a virtual presentation held before
the Parliament of Trinidad and Tobago. “It
is you who promulgate the laws that
support compliance with the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), approve
budgets, monitor accountability, promote
the integration of different citizen
perspectives and debate on the adaptation
of commitments at the national level. and
subnational ”, he explained. Bárcena
participated this Monday, April 26, in the
first of a series of four seminars organized
by the Office of the United Nations
Resident Coordinator for Trinidad and
Tobago, Suriname, Aruba, Curaçao and San
Martín, Marina Walter, at the request of
the Parliament of Trinidad and Tobago.
“The Caribbean countries have made
tremendous efforts to fulfill the 2030
Agenda,” stated the Executive Secretary of
ECLAC, who highlighted that “Trinidad and
Tobago presented its voluntary national
report (VNR) on the SDGs in 2020 , in the
midst of the pandemic, highlighting the
government's response to COVID-19 ”. "But
VNRs are not the end of the road"

ECLAC:  PARLIAMENTS HAVE A FUNDAMENTAL ROLE TO PLAY
IN THE 2030 AGENDA

Greater knowledge and ownership of the
2030 Agenda is required by all stakeholders
at the national level. Institutional capacity
needs to be strengthened to monitor and
evaluate the SDGs, as well as to ensure that
social protection systems are more inclusive
and sustainable, said the highest
representative of ECLAC. The 2030 Agenda
is at a critical moment in the region. Only a
third of its goals are on track to be met in
Latin America and the Caribbean, Bárcena
acknowledged. The world and the region are
in crisis, with low growth, high inequality, an
environmental emergency and an
unprecedented health crisis. “We have
heard the voices of the Caribbean people
who indicate that the vaccines against
COVID-19 are not reaching their countries.
Haiti, for example, has not received any
doses ”.



Eurozone says industrial production rises
0.1% in March
Industrial activity in the euro area grew 0.1%
in March compared to February, which was
its second advance in the last three months,
reported Eurostat, the agency responsible
for collecting economic information in the
European Union. The countries that had the
best industrial performance in the month
were Denmark, Lithuania and Bulgaria with
increases of 4.9, 4.5 and 3.7%, respectively,
while the biggest falls were Luxembourg,
Belgium and Finland with decreases of 4.4,
4.0 and 2.1 %. In its annual comparison,
industrial activity in the euro area rose
10.9% The European Union bloc registered a
monthly increase of 0.6% in industrial
production in March and a decrease of 11%
in its annual comparison. For its part, the
index that measures economic confidence in
Germany rose from 70.7 units in April to
84.4 in May, thanks to the control achieved
over the covid-19 pandemic, which allowed a
feeling of greater optimism among financial
experts, reported the ZEW agency

According to Wikipedia, an annual report
is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are
intended to give shareholders and other
interested people information.

This reading climbed to its highest level
since February 2000. "The slowdown of the
third wave of covid-19 made financial
market experts even more optimistic. The
ZEW economic sentiment indicator in the
May survey reached its level. highest in
more than 20 years, "said Achim Wambach,
president of ZEW, in a statement. "The
assessment of the economic situation has
improved. Experts expect an economic
rebound in the coming months." For its
part, the index that measures economic
sentiment in the euro area went from 66.3
units in April to 84 points in May, which
suggests better prospects for the bloc.
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Poverty in Peru shot up in 2020 to 30.1%,
almost 10 points more than 2019

Poverty in Peru soared in 2020 to 30.1% of the
population, equivalent to about 10 million
people living on less than 360 soles ($ 97.8) per
month, after experiencing an increase of 9.9
percentage points compared to 2019. This
means that more than 3.2 million people
became poor again during the crisis caused by
the covid-19 pandemic, according to data
presented this Friday by the National Institute
of Statistics and Informatics (INEI). Likewise,
extreme poverty increased by 2.2 percentage
points over 2019, reaching 5.1% of the
population, equivalent to more than 1.6 million
Peruvians living on less than 191 soles ($ 52).

With these data, which represent the largest
increase in recent times, the pandemic has set
Peru back a decade in its struggle to eliminate
poverty, since it returns to the 2010 rates,
when it had 30.8% poverty. The growth of the
Peruvian economy during the last decades had
made it possible to reduce poverty from 48.6%
in 2004 to 20.2% in 2019, although in recent
years the downward progression had slowed
down considerably by the end of " boom "of
raw materials. With the latest data from 2020,
in the last five years the population living in
poverty increased by 8.3 percentage points and
in the last decade it decreased by 0.7
percentage points. Urban poverty rose by 11.4
percentage points to 26%, while rural poverty
grew by 4.9 points to encompass 45.7% of the
rural population.

Colombia's trade deficit soars 34.1% in
March

Colombia's trade deficit increased by 34.1%
in March to 1,298.1 million dollars,
compared to the same month last year, the
National Statistics Department (DANE)
revealed on Friday. The imbalance in the
third month resulted from external
purchases for 4,624.7 million dollars and
exports for 3,326.6 million dollars. The
value of imports increased 35.7% year-on-
year, while the value of goods and services
sold by the country abroad rose 36.4%,
DANE said in a statement. 

The increase in the red balance in
Colombia's international trade in March
contrasted with the reduction it exhibited
in February, from 13.9% year-on-year, to
714.6 million dollars. The fourth economy
in Latin America accumulated a deficit in its
trade balance of 3,007.6 million dollars in
the first quarter, 20.7% higher than in the
same period last year. In value, the
country's imports grew by 5.2% to 11,881.9
million dollars, while exports did so by
0.82% to 8,874.3 million dollars.
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The US has the highest monthly inflation
growth since June 2009

Consumer prices in the United States rose
0.8% in April compared to March, in
seasonally adjusted figures, the highest
monthly growth since June 2009 (when it
also increased 0.8%), reported the Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS). The rise in prices
was the consequence of the increases
observed in items such as automobiles and
food, which overshadowed the fall in the
energy component. "The used car and
truck index rose 10.0% in April. 

This was the largest increase in a month
since the series began in 1953 and
accounted for more than a third of the
increase for all items, seasonally adjusted.
The food index increased in April, rising
0.4% as the indices for food at home and
food outside the home increased, "BLS
said in a statement. "The energy index
decreased slightly, as a drop in the
gasoline index in April more than offset
the increases in the electricity and natural
gas indexes." The performance of
consumer prices was above the forecasts
of analysts surveyed by the financial portal
Investing.com, who expected an advance
of 0.2% in the fourth month of the year.

In their annual comparison, prices rose 4.2%
against April 2020, the biggest advance since
September 2018, when they rose 5% in
original figures, according to BLS data. On
the other hand, the core inflation rate, or one
that does not take into account the volatile
categories of energy and food, increased
0.9% in April against March, BLS said.

The general opinion of the experts is that the
US Federal Reserve (Fed) is not going to
modify its roadmap just because of this data,
but they warn that behind the inflation data
there may be other factors that do cause
more concern. As explained in Banca March,
“the rise in inflation is explained both by
specific base effects (oil prices) and by the
impact of the rebound in demand and
bottlenecks that begin to restrict supply in
some sectors (cars, among others) ”.

 “This is a trend that we have already been
warning about in recent months and that will
undoubtedly still be present in the next
figures for May. However, we expect that
from the final stretch of 2021, this base
effect on energy costs will begin to dissipate
and allow inflation data to begin to moderate
”, these analysts add.
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The United States market closed with
advances this Friday; revaluations in the oil
and gas, technology, and consumer
services sectors pushed the indices higher.
At the end of the session in New York, the
Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 1.06%,
while the S&P 500 advanced 1.49%, and
the NASDAQ Composites rose 2.32%.

The best performing stock of the session
on the Dow Jones Industrial Average was
Goldman Sachs Group Inc (NYSE: GS), up
2.77%. The worst performer in the index
was Walt Disney Company (NYSE: DIS),
which fell 2.59. %,

The most profitable stocks of the S&P 500
were Macy’s Inc (NYSE: M), which advanced
14.00%, The worst component of the index
was Fox Corp Class A (NASDAQ: FOXA),
which depreciated 3.82%,

The most profitable stocks on the NASDAQ
Composite were MoSys Inc (NASDAQ:
MOSY), which advanced 51.21%, The worst
component of the index was Solid
Biosciences LLC (NASDAQ: SLDB), which
depreciated 21.85%,

Positive stocks outperformed negative
stocks on the New York Stock Exchange by
2,656 versus 556, and 94 ended
unchanged. On the NASDAQ Stock
Exchange, 2804 gained and 581 fell
positions, while 88 closed flat.

The shares of Seagate Technology PLC
(NASDAQ: STX) accelerated their advances
until reaching their highest historical level,
adding 12.42%, The CBOE Volatility Index,
which measures the volatility of S&P 500
options, fell 18.68%, to 18.81 .

Gold Futures for June delivery was down
1.05%, or 19.20, to $ 1,843.20 a troy
ounce. If we look at the other commodities,
crude oil futures for June delivery
concluded with a rally of 2.48%, or 1.58, to
stay at $ 65.40 a barrel, while Brent oil
futures for July delivery rose 2.51%, or
1.68, up to $ 68.73 a barrel.

EUR / USD recovered 0.53% to 1.2143,
while USD / JPY fell 0.09% to 109.36. The
dollar index lost 0.46% to 90.320.
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STOCK EXCHANGES AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES

The US stock markets closed higher; the Dow Jones Industrial
Average gained 1.06%



The purpose of this constitutional law is to
establish a special and temporary regulatory
framework that provides the Venezuelan
public power with legal tools, "said deputy
Ramón Lobo, who described the regulations
as a framework law or" umbrella law.
"Rodríguez added in his speech that by
means of The anti-blockade law is trying to
dismantle "the war apparatus that was
armed against Venezuela (...) It has to remain
permanently in our memories, and those
who today are asking for cocoa, asking for
dialogues, asking for negotiations, we remind
them that dialogue yes, that negotiations yes
, but without amnesia. " This week, the
opposition proposed a progressive and
conditional lifting of Washington's sanctions
on Venezuela as an incentive for the Maduro
government to seal an agreement that
includes an election schedule. The
Venezuelan president said that he would be
willing to talk with the opposition if he goes
through the electoral path.
Electoral Council of Venezuela
announces that regional elections will
be on November 21
The president of the National Electoral
Council of Venezuela, Pedro Calzadilla,
announced that on November 21 elections
will be held to choose governors and mayors,
despite the opposition's call this week for the
government of President Nicolás Maduro to
also hold presidential elections and
parliamentarians. Elections to choose
regional leaders used to be held in
December.
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National Assembly of Venezuela ratifies
"anti-blockade" law in search of
circumventing US sanctions

The National Assembly of Venezuela, with a
majority of the ruling party, ratified on Thursday
the so-called "anti-blockade" law approved last
year and that allows the government of
President Nicolás Maduro to confidentially
agree agreements with private companies,
amid United States sanctions .
The anti-blockade law was authorized last
October by the National Constituent Assembly,
a body created by the ruling party that met in
parallel to Congress, which was dominated by
the opposition between 2016 and 2020.

The spirit of the law "is to resort to bold, agile
measures that ultimately pursue the same
spirit, the spirit of care, of protection," said the
Speaker of Parliament, Jorge Rodríguez, during
the session broadcast on state television.

One of the purposes of the legal text is to seal
agreements in the oil sector that allow
increasing investments, and empowers the
government to change or sign contracts with
private companies or other governments,
according to the law and analysts.

The state-owned Petróleos de Venezuela
(PDVSA) estimates that it would need some
58 billion dollars in investment to revive its
crude production and bring it to 1998 levels,
according to a document from the oil
company seen by Reuters in recent days. Oil
activity has been hit by years of divestment,
mismanagement, and US sanctions, which
sought to remove Maduro from power.



China is projected to reach a "tipping
point" between 2026 and 2030, with its
population stagnating or even shrinking,
as the decline in the number of babies
slows and subsequently reverses the rate
of growth, according to a state think tank
said Wednesday. The most populous
country in the world registered 5.38%
more population in the last decade, to
1.410 million, according to the results of a
national census published on Tuesday.
This is the slowest rate of population
growth since the 1950s. 

Fertility has declined due to the decades-
long one-child policy, rising cost of living,
and changing social mores. Negative
population growth is anticipated due to
declining numbers of young people and
people of working age, which will bring
problems for an economy that has long
relied on so-called demographic dividends
to prop up its growth. 

China has missed the target of increasing
its population to about 1.42 billion by
2020 by a small margin. Her fertility rate
has dropped to 1.3 children per woman,
failing to meet the target of 1.8. In 2020,
12 million babies were born, the lowest
number since 1961. "The era of zero or
even negative population growth is
gradually approaching,"
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CHINA'S  POPULATION WILL REACH A "TIPPING POINT" IN
2026-2030

said Zhai Zhenwu, a professor at the China
Population and Development Research
Center. The government's economic and
development plan for the period 2021-2025,
the so-called 14th Five-Year Plan, is set to be
the last planning period in which population
growth occurs this century, Zhai wrote in a
posted comment. in the state-run Economic
Daily. The 15th Five Year Plan will see the
"turning point" of the Chinese population,
"according to Zhai. Entering the era of zero
or even negative population growth is a"
great change never seen in a century "for
China, which It will affect its supply of high-
quality labor and consumer demand,
according to Zhai. The population is likely to
peak before 2025, as fertility declines, said
Ernan Cui, an analyst at Gavekal
Dragonomics at Beijing.
"The aging of the population will increase
the tax burden on retirement pensions and
healthcare, and will also reduce the
household savings rate, two factors that will
limit the ability of the Government to
continue with the growth model driven by
the investment of the last decades, "said
Cui.



Iran Has Enriched Uranium Up To 63%
Purity, IAEA Says

"Fluctuations" at Iran's Natanz plant raised
the purity at which uranium is enriched to
63%, up from the previously announced
60%, a factor complicating talks to
reactivate the nuclear pact with world
powers, it said Tuesday. the UN nuclear
watchdog. Iran advanced last month to
60%, a big step towards nuclear weapons
grade from 20% previously achieved, in
response to an explosion and power
outage in Natanz that Tehran has blamed
on Israel and which appears to have
damaged its production in an underground
facility there. Iran's move shook current
indirect talks with the United States to
agree conditions for both sides to fully
return to the 2015 nuclear deal, which was
undermined when Washington abandoned
it in 2018, prompting Tehran to breach its
terms. 

The agreement says that Iran cannot enrich
beyond 3.67% fissile purity, far from 90% of
the grade needed for weapons. Iran has
long denied any intention to develop
nuclear weapons. "According to Iran, there
were fluctuations in enrichment levels," the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
said in the confidential report to its
member states, seen by Reuters. "The
agency's analysis of ES (environmental
samples) taken on April 22, 2021 shows an
enrichment level of up to 63% of U-235,
which is consistent with fluctuations in
enrichment levels (described by Iran ), "he
added, without saying why the fluctuations
had occurred.

Biden Says Pipeline Attack Came From
Russia But Not His Government
The president of the United States, Joe
Biden, affirmed this Thursday that the
cyber attack that left the country's
largest pipeline network out of play for
several days came from Russia, although
he ruled out that the Moscow
government is behind it. Speaking to the
press at the White House, the US
president stressed that he himself
intends to speak with his Russian
counterpart, Vladimir Putin, about the
need to act in the face of cyberattacks.
"We are working to try to get to a point
where we have a kind of international
standard for governments that know
there is criminal activity in their territory
to act," Biden said. Within the US, the
president explained that the Department
of Justice has created a task force
dedicated to targeting "hackers" who use
ransomware, a program that blocks
access to information in exchange for
payment of a reward for free it, used in
hacking the pipeline network. The FBI
has accused the Darkside hacking group,
based in Eastern Europe, of being
responsible for last Friday's cyberattack
against the pipeline network, operated
by the Colonial company (MC: COL),
which caused the interruption of its
operations. activities for several days.
Biden pointed out that the Government
expects the situation to return to normal
in the next seven days.
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United States

China
Consumer Price Index: China's consumer
prices rose 0.9% year-on-year in April, following
a 0.4% rise in March, roughly matching the
consensus forecast. The gain was largely due to
favorable year-on-year comparisons in
transport and communications prices, which
rose 4.9%. Consumer prices continued to fall
month by month, dragged down by the cooling
of food prices. Core inflation excluding food
and energy increased 0.7% YoY, an
improvement from 0.3% the previous month,
driven by the recovery in service prices. The
headline CPI will continue to trend upward in
the coming months, but will remain below the
3% target in the short term.

Oil Inventories: Commercial crude oil
inventories fell 426,000 barrels in the week
ending May 7. Gasoline inventories increased
by 378,000 barrels. Distillate inventories fell 1.7
million barrels. Refinery capacity utilization fell
to 86.1% from 86.5% last week. Over the past
four weeks, total US oil demand was 23%
higher than the same period last year.

Unemployment Claims: Initial US
unemployment insurance claims continue to
improve as the economy continues to reopen.
New submissions fell from a revised 507,000
(previously 498,000) to 473,000 in the week
ending May 8, better than we or the consensus
anticipated. The accumulated decrease in the
last two weeks is 117,000. The four-week
moving average decreased from 562,250 to
534,000 in the week ending May 8. Ongoing
claims fell from $ 45,000 to $ 3.655 million in
the week ending May 1. The four-week moving
average fell from 3.678 million to 3.655 million.
The number of people applying for Pandemic
Unemployment Assistance increased from
101,815 to 103,571 in the week ending May 8.

India

Producer Price Index: China's producer
prices continued to rise, rising 6.8% year-on-
year in April, after rising 4.4% in March, driven
by rising commodity prices and a low base
from last year, when the economy was still
struggling to return to industrial capacity. In
seasonally adjusted month-on-month terms,
producer prices increased 0.9%. We expect
this trend to continue with high demand for
resources as the economy rebuilds this year
and global demand remains strong.
Monetary aggregates: Credit growth in
China moderated in April, as the M2 money
supply increased 8.1% year-on-year, down
from 9.4% the previous month. The aggregate
social financing was CNY1.85 trillion, 40% less
than the amount registered during the same
period last year and much lower than the
market expectation. New yuan loans
contributed 1.47 trillion yuan. Net issuance of
corporate bonds fell by more than 60%
compared to the previous year, while
government issuance increased slightly. The
central bank is expected to keep credit
conditions stable for the rest of the year, but
discourage further acceleration due to risk
concerns.

Industrial Production: Quick estimates of
India's industrial production show a 22.4%
YoY increase in March, following a 3.6% YoY
decline in February and a poor overall
performance in the previous three months.
This result precedes the critical COVID-19
outbreak that is still unfolding and coincides
with the strongest month of inflation so far
this year. Greater mobility at workplaces and
transit points, a proxy variable for economic
activity, reflected the improvement. By sector,
manufacturing posted the biggest gains,
closely followed by energy production. 
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